Gain Creators

Trigger Questions

Gain Creators describe how your products and services create customer gains. They explicitly outline how you intend to produce outcomes and benefits that your customer expects, desires, or would be surprised by, including functional utility, social gains, positive emotions, and cost savings.

*Use the following trigger questions to ask yourself:*

**Could your products and services...**

1. ... create savings that please your customers? In terms of time, money, and effort.
2. ... produce outcomes your customers expect or that exceed their expectations? By offering quality levels, more of something, or less of something.
3. ... outperform current value propositions and delight your customers? Regarding specific features, performance, or quality.
4. ... make your customers’ work or life easier? Via better usability, accessibility, more services, or lower cost of ownership.
5. ... create positive social consequences? By making them look good or producing an increase in power or status.
6. ... do something specific that customers are looking for? In terms of good design, guarantees, or specific or more features.
7. ... fulfill a desire customers dream about? By helping them achieve their aspirations or getting relief from a hardship?
8. ... produce positive outcomes matching your customers’ success and failure criteria? In terms of better performance or lower cost.
9. ... help make adoption easier? Through lower cost, fewer investments, lower risk, better quality, improved performance, or better design.